St Peter’s, Cambridge

PHYSICAL & WELLBEING TOOLKIT
Week 1

We are pleased to reintroduce our Toolkit’s that will help you manage your Physical and Wellbeing activity during Level 3. You may be
experiencing some anxiety, frustration, stress and tension as we head into this phase. Because we have been here before, we can start
gathering materials and equipment to help us mentally and physically prepare to being adaptive and resilient.

Physical Preparation









Sleep 8 hours +
Nutrition
Hydration
Recovery
Relaxation
30-45 minutes activity daily
Training gear and equipment
Nearby parks, reserves accessible to train

No Equipment Workout

5 Exercises for 1 minute each. Once you have completed your reps, you rest for the remainder of the minute. Next minute = Next exercise. The
sixth minute is a one-minute rest. Aim to increase your rounds each time you do the workout. Six Rounds = One hour!
Minute 1: 10 Burpees (advanced exercisers should do 15)
Minute 2: 20 Squats
Minute 3: 15 Push-Ups
Minute 4: 20 Jumping Lunges (10 on either side)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIkkHg8YZQU

Minute 5: 30 seconds of Mountain Climbers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmwgirgXLYM

Minute 6: Rest for one minute

Wellbeing – Adaptive resilience
Right now, you will find yourself having to reorganise to adjust to the up and coming conditions / environment. We know what the levels
feel like now and we know that we need to be resilient. We know this can be challenging but to help, your resilience this time needs to be
adaptive. Adapt the good from last time; what worked for you and adjust to this time. Here are some tips and habits to help you achieve
this and to help others achieve this to.





Appreciate that there will be up moments and down moments – ride these feelings and emotions and know this is all normal.
Create habits early that you are able to maintain.
Be kind to yourself, don’t expect too much.
Help all around you.

•

We will get through this. We will adapt.

Habits that you can start:
In this next phase, your wellbeing is what will help you day-to-day. Make sure you create actions that are habits to ensure that you are
doing all that you can.
•

Download a gratitude app; E.g. Morning! – a Minute Journal allows you to make gratitude a habit every day. This is allowing you to look
at the good every day. We know what it is like to be in lockdown so having a positive focus is important for our wellbeing. You can also
just write this on your phone, or on paper. Feel free to share with someone so you can have a conversation about the good. When we
focus on the gratitude, we experience positive emotions.

•

Establish your three check in people. Having key relationships is vital. Who are going to be your “three check in people this week?” These
wonderful people are who you will make an effort with to show that you care. You are to connect with them this week to share how you
both are.

•

Be wise. Be wise about what content you look at online. Consider Dr Lucy Hone’s messages around “is this helping me or harming me?”
When you read content, consider is this good for me or hurting me?
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